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1 Introduction
This document presents a brief but comprehensive overview of the specifications of the
Telescope Technologies Limited (TTL) 2m-class robotic telescope, together with a discussion
of the key technical features of its design. An important purpose of the document is to
explain TTL’s 2m-class robotic telescope product and the system design features specifically
applicable to the D-Space collaboration.
A summary description of the telescope is given in Section 1, followed by a list of the main
performance characteristics of the telescope and additional features in Section 2. A technical
description of the telescope is given in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to explaining the
design of IT infrastructure which supports the robotic use of TTL telescopes.

Figure 1 – The TTL 2.4m telescope (the Yunnan Astronomical Observatory
telescope during testing at TTL).
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1.1 TTL New Generation Astronomical Telescope
1.2 Description
The TTL 2m-class telescope is designed to meet the highest performance and technical
requirements for a telescope of this aperture range. Telescopes of this design include the
Liverpool, the Faulkes North, the Faulkes South, and the IUCAA telescope 2.0m telescopes;
and the Yunnan Astronomical Observatory 2.4m telescope. The telescope is of Cassegrain
design and incorporates an alt-azimuth mount. It has a Cassegrain instrument rotator and
auxiliary mechanisms, all under full computer control. The design can also support the use of
the Nasmyth, Prime focus and bent Cassegrain focal stations (sometimes called broken
Cassegrain).
The aim of this telescope design is to meet the following criteria:
Performance – The TTL 2m-class telescope, has been designed to provide a performance
level in both optical image quality and tracking accuracy that ensures the prevailing
astronomical conditions are the limiting performance factors for the telescope, even
for the best astronomical sites.
High Usability – The telescope is designed for reliable interactive use, as well as for remote
and robotic observations, for both professional and public astronomical programmes.
High configurability – The 2m-class telescope has been developed to accommodate a wide
range of scientific instruments. Multiple instruments can be installed on the telescope
at the same time and the optical beam can be switched between instruments
automatically during an observing session.
The telescope control system has provision to interface with a suitable autoguider to
do long and accurate exposures, with a network interface for incorporation with an
observatory control system. Provision is also made in the telescope control system to
provide control signals for either a conventional dome or a fully opening enclosure
such as the TTL clam-shell enclosure design.
Flexibility of control – TTL has developed a unique interface that maximises operator
efficiency. By incorporating a number of operating models the operator can choose
the level of interaction with the telescope system; from operating in conventional
interactive mode for routine observations, for example, to live observations for a
planetarium audience.
Commercialised product – TTL has successfully pioneered the manufacture of large fully
automated (robotic) telescopes with the development of the 2m-class telescope
design. Because TTL already has several of these telescopes operating in the field
TTL telescopes are able to offer greater certainty in maintainability and protection
against obsolescence than for a bespoke telescope design.
High maintainability – The 2m-class telescope has been designed to operate at remote
locations with low levels of operational support. As a result, every effort has been
made to use readily available commercial “off-the-shelf” (COTS) components for the
telescope design in order to make replacement economical and keep maintenance
costs to a minimum. Subsystems which require planned maintenance are designed to
be easily accessible. Care has also been taken to ensure system components are
obtainable throughout a wide geographical area.
Cost effective – This telescope class offers a highly cost-effective product at the point of
purchase by the extensive use of commercial off-the-shelf components and a modular
design. In addition, the telescope is designed to deliver low operating costs, offering
both high levels of reliability and maintainability, and operating models which allow
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the telescope to be operated remotely over the World Wide Web and with the
minimum of engineering support.

1.3 Applications
The TTL 2m-class telescope has been specifically designed and engineered to be capable of
fully autonomous robotic operation for observational programs of interest for time-domain
astrophysics, such as monitoring of variable objects, observations of gamma-ray bursters,
nova and supernovae searches.
The control system of the telescope is very flexible and robust, and enables the telescope to be
used in a variety of modes to suit the needs and interests of different observatories and user
communities. Thus the telescope is fully suited to interactive hands-on operation from a local
control room sited at the telescope. Alternatively, the telescope may be fully controlled and
comprehensively monitored from a centre of operations situated at any distance from the
observing site. Finally, the telescope may operate in its fully autonomous robotic mode
completely independent of human intervention.
The telescope is ideally suited as a general purpose astronomical research tool for both
imaging and spectroscopic observations throughout the visual and near infrared spectrum. Up
to seven instruments (five at Cassegrain and two at Nasmyth focal stations) may be attached
to the telescope simultaneously, with provision for further focal stations at Prime and bent
Cassegrain. Rapid switching of the optical beam between different instruments can be done
either interactively or under robotic control.
The telescope is also an ideal instrument for public outreach (whether operated locally or
remotely), or as an educational and research training facility for high-school students and
University undergraduate and graduate students.
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2 System Specification
There follows the system specification for the TTL 2.0m Telescope. The specifications for the
TTL 2.4m telescopes, where they differ from that of the 2.0m telescope, are presented at the
end of this section.

2.1 Optical Design
The following table summarises the optical design of the 2.0m telescope:

Clear aperture

2.0m diameter

Optical configuration

Ritchey-Chrétien Cassegrain

Focal ratio

Primary F/3
Cassegrain F/10

Central obstruction

20% including baffling

Telescope focus actuation

10% degradation of geometrical spot size

The central obstruction is quoted for a Cassegrain optical system designed for 42 arc minutes
unvignetted field of view.
A back focal distance of approximately 1.3m is offered for the TTL 2m-class telescope
design, with some variation available on request.

2.2 Focal Station Characteristics
2.2.1 Focal Stations
The 2.0m telescope offers both Cassegrain and Nasmyth focal stations as standard, and can
support the use of the Prime focus and bent Cassegrain focal stations. A Cassegrain
Acquisition and Guidance Unit (A&G Unit) is available which enables up to five scientific
instruments to be operated at the Cassegrain focus at any one time. Multiple instruments can
be installed on the telescope at the same time and the optical beam can be switched between
instruments at Cassegrain automatically during an observing session without the need for
human intervention.
Each focal station has provision for power (mains or 24V), compressed air and data services
for instrumentation, with type, quantity and termination of service finalised in collaboration
with the customer.
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2.2.2 Field of View
The diameter of the total field (field of view) for each focal station is as follows:
Focal station

Diameter of total field
(arc minutes)

Cassegrain (wide field)

42.0

Cassegrain (four side ports)

7.5

Nasmyth (East and West)

5.0 (default)

Prime

30.0

The support of field diameters greater than 10 arc minutes requires the provision of a twoelement wide-field corrector to ensure an optically flat and well-corrected field of view.
The Nasmyth tertiary is capable of fully illuminating a 40 arc minute field of view.

2.2.3 Effective Focal Length
The effective focal length of the standard 2.0m telescope for each focal station is presented in
the following table, along with the nominal instrument payload at each focal station, with the
centre of mass aligned approximately along the optical axis, and the corresponding instrument
space envelope affording unrestricted instrument access:

Focal station

Effective focal
length

Payload
(Kg)

(m)

Space envelope
Length

Diameter

(mm)

(mm)

Cassegrain (wide field)

20.0

350

750

600

Cassegrain (four side ports)

20.0

4 × 25

400

360

Nasmyth (East and West)

20.0

2 × 500

1000

1000

Bent Cassegrain

20.0

100

600

600

Prime

6.0

250

600

600

2.3 Mount Design and Motion Range
The mount design is alt-azimuth. Each focal station has provision for an actuated mechanical
derotator to remove image rotation resulting from the mount design whilst tracking targets.
The specified telescope performance is sustained within the following operational ranges of
axis motion:
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Axis

Lower

Upper

Total

Azimuth

−180°

+360°

540°

Altitude

+20°

+90°

70°

Cassegrain, Nasmyth or Prime
rotator

−240°

+240°

480°

The ranges quoted in this table represent the standard range of operational motion.

2.4 System Performance
2.4.1 Image Quality
The image quality of the telescope for each focal station and radial position with respect to the
optical axis is as follows:
On-axis image
quality

Image quality at 6
arc minutes

Image quality at
20 arc minutes

(arc seconds)

(arc seconds)

(arc seconds)

Cassegrain (wide field)

0.4

0.6

0.6

Cassegrain (four side ports)

0.4

0.6

N/A

Nasmyth (East and West)

0.4

0.6

N/A

Focal station

The tabulated data are the diameters of the point-spread functions measured at 80% encircled
energy at any individual wavelength from 350 nm to 1.0 µm.
The tabulated data for image quality at 20 arc minutes from the optical axis include the
provision of a two-element wide field corrector.
Automated control of the telescope focus is able to compensate for effects such as thermal
expansion, telescope elevation, corrector optics and filters.

2.4.2 Pointing Accuracy
The pointing accuracy, as measured by the residuals from a least squares fit to at least 50
pointing data homogeneously distributed over the whole sky within the operational altitude
range, is less than 3.0 arc seconds.
The collection of pointing data is automated at system level.

2.4.3 Maximum Axis Velocity and Acceleration
The telescope axes have the following velocities and accelerations:
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Maximum velocity

Maximum acceleration

(°°/s)

(°°/s²)

Azimuth

2.0

0.3

Altitude

2.0

0.3

Cassegrain rotator

2.0

0.3

Nasmyth (East and West)

2.0

0.3

Bent Cassegrain

2.0

0.3

Prime rotator

2.0

0.3

Axis

The zenith blind spot is less than 2° radius.

2.4.4 Tracking Accuracy
Short-period and intermediate-period tracking accuracies are measured by the residuals from
the mean position of a single monochromatic imaged star, taken over periods of 60 seconds
and 600 seconds respectively.
Guided tracking accuracy is measured by the residuals from the mean position of a single
monochromatic imaged star taken over a period of 1800 seconds and assumes the use of
autoguider feedback.
Tracking accuracies for the telescope are given in the following table:

Duration

Accuracy

(s)

(arc seconds) RMS

Short-period unguided

60

0.2

Intermediate-period unguided

600

0.4

Guided

1800

0.2

Tracking

The tracking accuracy of any rotator will allow for an exposure of 1800 seconds without
introducing an error in rotator movement of more than 0.3 arc second at the edge of a 2 arc
minute field.
An autoguider system is available with this telescope design that is capable of guiding on a
star of apparent magnitude V=17 in moonless sky with 1 arc second seeing and with a 2
second integration time.

2.4.5 Environmental Conditions
The following table summarises the standard operating environmental conditions under which
the 2.0m telescope will perform as specified:
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Environmental factor

Range

Air temperature

−10°C to +35°C

Air pressure

700 to 1100 mbar
0 to 3000m
(altitude above sea level)

Relative humidity

0% to 90%

Enclosure ingress protection

IP54 (in Control Room)
IP65 (outside Control Room)

Wind speed

40 km/hr (outside telescope enclosure)

IP ratings for equipment enclosures are implemented where possible – it is noted that any use
of fans on equipment enclosures reduces the IP rating substantially.
The telescope is designed to meet European Standards of surviving a seismic acceleration of
up to 3.0 m/s².
The telescope is designed to operate with impaired performance within the wind speed range
from 40 km/hr to 60 km/hr, outside a telescope enclosure.

2.5 2.4m Telescope Specification
2.5.1 Optical Design
The following table summarises the optical design of the 2.4m telescope:

Clear aperture

2.4m diameter

Optical configuration

Ritchey-Chrétien Cassegrain

Focal ratio

Primary F/2.4
Cassegrain F/8

Central obstruction

18.5% including baffling

Telescope focus actuation

10% degradation of geometrical spot size

The central obstruction is quoted for a Cassegrain optical system designed for 40 arc minutes
unvignetted field of view.
A back focal distance of 1.46m is offered for the TTL 2.4m telescope design.

2.5.2 Focal Station Characteristics
2.5.2.1 Field of View
The diameter of the total field (field of view) for each focal station is as follows:
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Focal station

Diameter of total field
(arc minutes)

Cassegrain (wide field)

40.0

Cassegrain (four side ports)

7.5

Nasmyth (East and West)
Prime

10.0 (default)
30.0

The support of field diameters greater than 10 arc minutes requires the provision of a twoelement wide-field corrector to ensure an optically flat and well-corrected field of view.
The Nasmyth tertiary is capable of fully illuminating a 40 arc minute field of view.

2.5.2.2 Effective Focal Length
The effective focal length of the standard 2.4m telescope for each focal station is presented in
the following table, along with the nominal instrument payload at each focal station, with the
centre of mass aligned approximately along the optical axis, and the corresponding instrument
space envelope affording unrestricted instrument access:

Effective focal
length

Focal station

Payload
(Kg)

(m)

Space envelope
Length

Diameter

(mm)

(mm)

Cassegrain (wide field)

19.2

400

750

1000

Cassegrain (four side ports)

19.2

4 × 25

400

360

Nasmyth (East and West)

19.2

2 × 1000

1000

1000

Bent Cassegrain

19.2

100

600

600

Prime

5.76

250

600

600

2.5.3 System Performance
2.5.3.1 Tracking Accuracy
Short-period and intermediate-period tracking accuracies are measured by the residuals from
the mean position of a single monochromatic imaged star, taken over periods of 30 seconds
and 600 seconds respectively.
Guided tracking accuracy is measured by the residuals from the mean position of a single
monochromatic imaged star taken over a period of 1800 seconds and assumes the use of
autoguider feedback.
Tracking accuracies for the telescope are given in the following table:

Tracking

Duration

Accuracy
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(s)

(arc seconds)

Short-period unguided

30

0.3

Intermediate-period unguided

600

0.5

Guided

1800

0.3

The tracking accuracy of any rotator will allow for an exposure of 1800 seconds without
introducing an error in rotator movement of more than 0.3 arc second at the edge of a 2 arc
minute field.

2.6 System Interfaces
Interfaces between equipment of TTL supply and equipment of customer supply are identified
and defined in Interface Control Documents (ICDs) that cover civil, mechanical, electrical
and software aspects of each interface. These interfaces are normally identified prior to
contract, with formal issue taking place soon after contract placement.
Typical defined interfaces are as follows:
Foundations Pier Interface – This specifies the mechanical fixing of the telescope structure
to the pier, and the mechanical means of entry of all cables and piping into the
telescope structure.
External Services Interface – This specifies each external service, its point of entry into the
telescope system and its method of connection, and all cables and piping that enter
into the telescope structure.
External Safety Interlocks Interface – This specifies the method of connection of all
external safety interlock equipment to the telescope system.
Enclosure Interface – This specifies the method of connection between enclosure and the
telescope system, and the data to be passed between the telescope system and the
enclosure control system.
Weather Monitor Interface – This specifies the connection of a (normally user-supplied)
weather station to the telescope system, and the data to be passed between the
telescope system and the weather station.
User Interfaces – This specifies the method of connection to the telescope system, the
method of display and interaction with the telescope system, and the data to be passed
between the telescope system and the operator for an number of operating modes.
Specifically, we identify the Engineering Control Interface, the Interactive Interface
and the Robotic Interface. These are discussed in detail later in this document.
Instrumentation Interface – This specifies the method of connection of a (user-supplied)
scientific instrument to the telescope system.

2.7 Options
The TTL 2.0m telescope has been designed in a highly modular way in order to costeffectively incorporate variations in configuration required for specific scientific applications
as requested by our customers.
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2.8 Telescope Enclosure
TTL can provide a prefabricated clam-shell style enclosure designed to take advantage of the
unique ability of its 2m-class telescopes to operate in open-air conditions without loss of
pointing or tracking performance. The enclosure design maximises cooling of the telescope
system at the start of night-time operation thus minimising degradation of image quality due
to dome seeing effects. The enclosure is designed to be highly cost-effective when compared
with a conventional enclosure building and dome. Figure 2 illustrates the TTL enclosure
during manufacture, on-site assembly and in full operation.

Figure 2 – The TTL clam-shell enclosure.
The following table summarises the key features and dimensions of the enclosure:
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Parameter

Value

Dead weight (enclosure only, no snow or ice 55 Tonnes
loading)
Footprint

12.750 m × 13.750 m

Powered closing time

2 minutes

Unpowered closing time

Less than 10 minutes

(in the event of power failure)
Wind specification when closed

150 km/hr, gusting up to 180 km/hr

Wind specification when open

100 km/hr, gusting up to 120 km/hr

Seismic resistance

0.6g horizontal, 0.4g vertical

Operating ambient temperature

–15° to +40°C

Operating relative humidity

5% to 90%

Operating altitude

0 to 5000 m

Snow / ice loading

Even coverage of 300 / 100 mm

The enclosure is operated using hydraulic pressure that is electrically pumped. In the event of
a power failure, the enclosure is designed to close automatically, using a back-up pump and
standby batteries. An uninterruptible power supply (UPS) ensures that the PLC-based control
system remains operational in normal conditions and during an emergency closure. These
backup systems make the operation of the enclosure fully redundant and ensure reliable and
robust operation in the event of failure in the main hydraulic system, thus providing
maximum protection to the telescope systems within. The system interface also includes
facilities for full manual operation of the enclosure, if required.
The enclosure is capable of being fully integrated into the telescope control system, providing
complete protection to a remotely operated telescope system in all environmental conditions.
The supply of the enclosure includes all control electronics and interfaces to the telescope
control system. Figure 3 presents the integrated control screen for the TTL enclosure, as
provided with TTL 2m-class telescopes.
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Figure 3– Engineering control of the TTL clam-shell enclosure.
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3 Technical Description
3.1 Telescope Operating Modes
The TTL 2.0m telescope is designed to minimise the number of operators required during
normal astronomical operation. To achieve this, the telescope is designed to operate in several
well-defined modes. Some of these modes are local to the telescope (e.g. Interactive mode)
whilst other modes permit the telescope to be operated securely from a remote site using the
World Wide Web.
The available operating modes are as follows:
Manual mode – provides the facility to manually offset the telescope position from within
the enclosure via switches mounted on a pendant at or near the telescope mount. This
mode is for engineering use only.
Engineering mode – provides monitoring and control access to an extensive range of
telescope parameters at the engineering level. This mode is for engineering use only
and includes most calibration activities.
Interactive mode – represents the normal scientific operation of the telescope and its
instrumentation. It permits an authorised observer to monitor or control the telescope,
enclosure and instrumentation in order to perform regular astronomical observations.
Remote mode – represents the manual scientific operation of the telescope, its
instrumentation and enclosure as in Interactive mode, but from a control centre
located remotely from the telescope site using secure Internet data communications.
Exhibition mode – the telescope may be remotely controlled directly, but at a very high-level
(i.e. abstracted from the details of the engineering of the telescope). In Exhibition
mode a remote operator may make real-time observations of selected sources for the
purpose of public demonstrations. Compressed images are transmitted via the internet
for immediate display. This mode is designed for, but not limited to, the public
demonstration of astronomy at schools, planetaria, etc.
Robotic mode – allows the autonomous sequencing of requested observations and assigns
priorities to observational programmes according to a number of defined merit
criteria.
Both Exhibition mode and Robotic mode require scheduling software that is currently
supplied by Liverpool John Moores University.

3.2 Operating Interfaces
3.2.1 User Interfaces
3.2.1.1 Engineering Control Interface
The lowest level of control of the telescope system is the Engineering Control Interface (ECI).
This interface, provided principally for engineering use as the name implies, is presented as a
graphical user interface available via Internet protocols. The interface can either be used to
monitor the status of the telescope systems in real time in all available modes of operation, or
the interface can be used by suitably authorised personnel to take engineering control of the
telescope systems for engineering use.
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The ECI presents a set of nested Graphical User Interface (GUI) screens indicating the current
status of all telescope subsystems, from the telescope enclosure and services status through to
the detailed status of the telescope software systems. The ECI can also be used for low-level
system state operations and configuration, software limit configuration and limit recovery of
each telescope axis of motion, some servo system monitoring for each telescope axis of
motion, primary mirror support configuration (for optical alignment), and Autoguider
calibration and configuration.

Figure 4 – An example Engineering Control Interface screen.
In addition to the ECI, specialist software tools are also available for the collection of highfrequency DC servo data for control systems performance evaluation and tuning.

3.2.1.2 Interactive Interface
The Telescope Control System (TCS) user interface is the main interactive tool for an
operator of the telescope system. The interface enables an operator to configure the telescope
for an observation, instruct the telescope to track operator-supplied co-ordinates and to
monitor telescope telemetry pertinent to an operator. This interface is a text-based command
interface with several high-level status display screens available locally or remotely using
Internet protocols. The command set for the TCS is comprehensive and includes over seventy
commands, ranging from the start-of-night calibration of telescope pointing, through to
performing complex acquisition actions like blind offsets to very faint targets, and the use of
differential tracking rates for tracking comets and minor planets.
The TCS user interface also includes a virtual handset, operable from the keyboard. This
handset enables the operator to perform a variety of mechanism and axes offsets to set up and
adjust an observation. For example, during acquisition the handset may be used to fine tune
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the telescope focus, the position angle of the object and the position of the object in the
telescope focal plane.
The TCS is also used to acquire pointing calibration data. This data collection activity is fully
automated.
The interactive use of the autoguider is controlled using an Autoguider Graphical User
Interface (AGI), which provides facilities to manually operate the autoguider camera.
Generally, the autoguider is controlled via the TCS user interface and the AGI is only
required during autoguider camera calibration, or if the autoguider camera is being used for
acquisition purposes, or as a science camera. In addition, the AGI may be used to provide
detailed control of the autoguider during closed loop observations: such operations are useful
if the default guiding parameters used by the TCS are considered too restrictive by the
operator.

Figure 5 – An example Autoguider Graphical User Interface screen.

3.2.1.3 Remote or Robotic Interface
A similar command set to that offered interactively by Telescope Control System interface is
available using an applications programming interface for control of the telescope via secure
Internet network access. The command set has slightly fewer commands than that offered by
the interactive interface and includes high-level commands for configuring and operating the
autoguider system in an automated way.
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This network command set can be used to implement an Observatory Control System to
integrate enclosure, telescope and scientific instrument operations within a single interface,
operating either local to the telescope or remotely, or it may be used with a scheduling system
to implement a robotic telescope operating system.
A document defining this interface is supplied with this Specification.

3.2.2 Instrumentation Interfaces
A defined interface exists between the telescope system and a scientific instrument of
customer supply for each telescope focal station. This interface includes the method of
mechanical attachment of a scientific instrument to a given focal station (including
optomechanical tolerances for the placement of the focal plane), the supply of power to the
instrument (either mains or low voltage), the method of data transmission and collection
to/from the instrument, and the supply of other services (e.g. compressed air, coolant feeds for
closed-cycle cooling of detectors).
All of the above are clarified and defined early in the manufacturing programme for a
telescope. TTL recommend the use of a low-voltage power supply for both safety and EMC
reasons. This power supply is separate to the power loom for the telescope control equipment
of TTL supply. Data communication is normally provided as a number of pairs of 62.5/125
µm multimode optical fibre terminated by SC connectors.
Several switched 10/100baseT network ports, terminated with RJ45 connectors, are normally
provided off-mount for the customer as a physical interface to the telescope control network.
A logical interface exists for obtaining position and telescope availability status on request,
and is suitable for telescope status enquiry and the collection of object information for the
generation of FITS data headers.

3.3 System Design
Figure 6 illustrates the principal system components of the baseline TTL telescope design.
Each of these identified subsystems is either an actuated or a supervisory subsystem. Optical
and structural components form key elements of these subsystems but are not regarded
subsystems in their own right. Derotator subsystems are not included in this baseline
illustration, but represent separate subsystems in delivered telescopes. In this way, the
telescope system becomes an integrated set of control systems designed to meet the identified
functional and performance requirements for the telescope.
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Figure 6 – System overview of the TTL 2m-class telescope.

3.3.1 Optics
The optical design of the TTL 2.0m telescope is Ritchey-Chretién Cassegrain. This design is
chosen specifically for its low field curvature, relative to most other Cassegrain designs, and
low off-axis aberrations. This optical design lends itself to having a large well-corrected field
of view and is suited to a general purpose telescope application.
The telescope primary and secondary optics are fabricated from zero-expansion glass ceramic
material: typically either LZOS Sitall CO-115M (Astrositall), or Schott Glas Zerodur. Other
ultra-low expansion substrates such as Corning ULE are also suitable. The use of these
materials for the principal optics ensures good temperature stability of the optical system. The
primary mirror is of monolithic design, rather than being light-weighted or meniscus, and has
an aspect ratio of approximately 10:1. The secondary mirror is sized to provide an
unvignetted field of view of 42 arc minutes diameter, has a diameter of approximately 0.645m
and an aspect ratio of approximately 6:1. The thickness of each mirror is optimised using
finite element techniques to provide the best optical performance possible.
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Although this aspect ratios of these optics are small compared to the current trend in large
(4m diameter and above) telescopes the mirrors offer the optimum trade-off between optical
performance and cost. Figure 7 shows a 2.0m primary mirror undergoing inspection upon
arrival at TTL. Figure 8 shows a secondary mirror in its transport container.

Figure 7 – A newly delivered 2.0m primary mirror still in its transport container
during delivery inspection.
Fields of diameter greater than approximately 9 arc minutes significantly degrade in optical
quality at their edge because of the field curvature which results from the optical design. This
is corrected for large fields, up to 42 arc minutes, by providing the Cassegrain focus with a
two-element corrector fabricated from fused silica. This field flattening corrector is suitable
for monochromatic imaging applications in the wavelength range from 350nm to beyond
1µm.

Figure 8 – A newly delivered 0.65m secondary mirror still in its transport container
during delivery inspection.
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3.3.2 Mechanical Design
3.3.2.1 Telescope Structure
The telescope structure is made up of the mount and tube structures and is fabricated from
welded plated carbon steel and structural steel section. The mount interfaces with the azimuth
ring bearing which provides azimuth rotation. The mount also supports the bearings that
interface with the tube to provide altitude rotation. The tube supports the main optics and
prevents relative displacement between them from degrading optical performance.

3.3.2.2 Telescope Tube
The telescope tube supports the primary and secondary optics and instrumentation, including
derotation assemblies. The tube consists of a structural steel plated centre section, fabricated
with full penetration welds to minimise hysteresis. Four pre-tensioned bolts secure the
primary mirror cell to the centre section via shear blocks. These interface points are situated
directly beneath the interface plates for the upper trusses. These areas have vertical webbing
to maximise structural stiffness.

Figure 9 – Faulkes Telescope South inside its enclosure showing telescope tube
centre section, Serrurier truss arrangement, interface and top-end rings.
Above the centre section a Serrurier truss tube structure supports the top-end assembly. The
trusses support an interface ring onto which the top-end ring is mounted. This interface ring
allows disassembly of the top-end ring and secondary mirror assembly without misalignment
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of the truss. This is ideal for the rapid changeover of top-end instruments whilst keeping the
alignment with the primary mirror.
The trusses are made from standard structural steel circular hollow section to minimise
manufacturing costs. Analysis techniques are used to optimise the style and design of truss in
terms of mass and stiffness characteristics.
The top-end ring is made from standard structural steel section. It is fabricated as a single
ring section for maximum stiffness. The top-end ring has an inner diameter greater than
2500mm to avoid additional obscuration of the optical beam. Interface points connect the topend ring to the interface ring.
The secondary mirror assembly is made up of the secondary mirror, the mirror support and
defining system, and the focus drive assembly. The secondary mirror and support system is
housed within a fabricated steel mirror cell. The secondary mirror axial and lateral support
system is designed to support the secondary mirror against the effects of gravity in all
operational altitudes whilst maintaining the required optical performance.
The secondary focus assembly is attached to the top-end ring via pre-tensioned vanes. This
ensures that each vane is continuously in tension for all inclinations of the telescope tube. The
vanes are rotated through 45 degrees with respect to the truss connecting points. Tilt and
centre adjustment of the secondary mirror mechanism can be achieved by altering the vertical
height and horizontal position of each vane independently.

Figure 10 – Visual Nastran model of the focus drive assembly showing the bearing
arrangement, ball screw and counterbalance.
The telescope focus is performed by moving the secondary mirror assembly along the optical
axis via a linear bearing arrangement and precision ball screw. Focus adjustment is monitored
via feedback from a rotary encoder attached to the ball screw. The focus drive is
counterbalanced to minimise out-of-balance torques on the pre-tensioned vanes: when the
secondary mirror is driven to a focus position, the counterbalance is moved in the opposite
direction so that the position of the centre of gravity for the whole assembly does not change.
A deployable tertiary mirror, situated inside the main Cassegrain baffle, allows the optical
beam to be directed from Cassegrain to one of two Nasmyth focal stations, each having an
instrument payload capability of up to 500Kg. From the central baffle support, the Nasmyth
fold mirror assembly is positioned on kinematic mounts for accurate repositioning during
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reassembly. At the Nasmyth focus, a slewing ring mechanism attached to the trunnion
provides derotation of the image.
A primary mirror cover is assembled to the top face of the tube centre section. The mirror
cover is designed to protect the primary mirror in all non-operational situations, and to have
minimal wind resistance. The mirror cover is pneumatically actuated and is designed to
remain operational in the event of a power failure.
The optimal balance of the telescope tube is designed to be slightly bottom heavy, so that in
the event of complete system failure the tube will tend to right itself towards zenith. To adjust
the balance of the telescope, tube weights can be attached to the mirror cell and the interface
ring.
To minimise cable wear, an altitude cable wrap is installed to ensure the controlled rotation of
cables and fluid supply lines around the altitude axis. TTL uses standard industrial energy
chains for this purpose.

Figure 11 – Telescope Nasmyth area showing slewing bearing and drives.

3.3.2.3 Mount
The telescope mount supports the tube and allows rotation around the altitude and azimuth
axes. The mount supports the Nasmyth platforms onto which instruments can be attached if
required. The design is optimised to achieve maximum stiffness and low mass, and to
maintain a high structural natural frequency.
TTL’s 12000kg (nominal) mount design is constructed as a combination of “space frame” and
plated structures that provide an effective support for the telescope tube. The space frame, or
tubular, columns provide effective paths for the loading from the tube down through to the
basebox and are designed using standard industrial sized steel tube to minimise costs due to
welding. The basebox is manufactured as a steel plated structure and designed to spread the
loading evenly through to the azimuth load bearings. Both structures use full and partial
penetration welds to minimise the hysteresis within the whole telescope mount. The
fabrications are thermally stress-relieved prior to any machining to reduce hysteresis in the
structure. The column ends have flanges, which are heavily bolted onto the basebox forming a
homogenous structure. The bottom flange of the basebox provides interfaces to the drives,
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encoders, end stops, brakes, azimuth cable wrap and associated bracketry. The basebox
includes access ports that provide accessibility from the top of the basebox down to the
bottom flange of the basebox.

Figure 12 – Autodesk Inventor model presenting full and section views of the
mount assembly.
An azimuth cable twister system allows controlled rotation of the cables and fluid supply lines
and prevents premature wearing as the azimuth axis rotates. This assembly is mounted on the
underside of the basebox and drops into the telescope pier. The system is designed to cope
with angles larger than the azimuth axis limits to prevent damage occurring. To minimise
Electromagnetic Interference (EMI), power cables are kept separate from signal cables.
The major mount fabrications have been designed for handling using standard equipment with
attachment points considered and added. Where possible the major mount fabrications are
designed for transportation in standard sized containers. This reduces packaging costs and
removes problems associated in handling oversized components. Where this is not possible,
assemblies are vacuum packed, placed onto flat racks and protected sufficiently with extra
packing at extremities.
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Figure 13 – Handling the Faulkes Telescope North tube centre section into
position.

3.3.2.4 Primary Mirror Support
TTL have designed the mirror support systems of the 2m-class telescope to minimise optical
aberrations resulting from print-through of support loads to the highly precise forms of the
optical surfaces. For the support of the primary mirror this is done by applying forces rather
than displacements to achieve a near astatic support system. The primary mirror is allowed to
“float” on its support actuators, minimising any induced distortion from the supports and so
maximising the optical performance. A light-weighted mirror cell provides the mount for the
mirror support actuators and allows for stiff locations to define the support position of the
primary mirror relative to the secondary mirror.
The primary mirror cell is a fully welded carbon steel fabrication. Mathematical analysis of
the structure has produced a primary mirror cell design that is lightweight and stiff. The
accuracy and stiffness of the mirror cell are of prime importance. Where surfaces are to be
machined, the distortions due to welding have been kept to a minimum to reduce the variation
in the final plate thickness. Stress relieving after fabrication is accurately controlled. The top
surface of the cell is machined all over to provide accurate seating for the axial supports. The
plane parallel surface is machined flat to better than 0.1mm.
The primary mirror is supported by axial and lateral pneumatic actuators. The axial units are
divided into three sectors, to provide a kinematic support of the mirror section. The lateral
supports are divided into two sectors which provide a push/pull motion to the mirror as the
telescope moves towards horizon pointing.
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Figure 14 – Primary mirror cell and support system for the TTL 2.0m telescope.
Three rings of axial support units, comprised of 36 axial support units (2.0m telescope), are
divided into three sectors of actuators (120º segments). Each sector of actuators is
pneumatically connected so all units in the sector exert the same force. Any deflection in the
mirror cell, resulting in tilt of the mirror, is taken up by the support system thus reducing
print-through errors in the optical surface. Each actuator is mounted on the top surface of the
mirror cell. The actuator has been optimised to produce a slim-line low-cost design. The
resulting nominal ride height of the mirror is 50mm from the top surface of the mirror cell.
The axial support unit actuates 3mm to achieve this nominal position from the mirror rest
position, and has a further 2mm of stroke if required by the telescope control system. The
actuator design incorporates a rest pad to provide a mirror rest location when the control
system is turned off.
Lateral support of the primary mirror is achieved through a series double-acting units
mounted transversely around the outer edge of the mirror section. This has the benefit of
avoiding counterbalance masses and the problem of friction inherent in any counterbalance
system. One pneumatic cylinder acts as a pre-load force whilst the other cylinder pressure is
varied to apply force to the primary mirror. This arrangement ensures that the mirror is
continuously centred, even during zenith pointing conditions. The pistons are continuously
pre-loaded to reduce hysteresis in the diaphragms and maintain the unit’s stiffness at the
zenith position. Feedback of zenith angle is provided for the mirror control system by an
inclinometer. The mirror control system uses a lookup table to determine the appropriate
support loads for the zenith angle and controls the pressure accordingly through the
proportional pressure valves.
The axial and radial definers and the axial support system are designed to act as a kinematic
system to allow the mirror position to be statically defined. The mirror can be supported and
adjusted as required by the control system, avoiding any physical over-constraining that can
introduce deformations into the mirror surface. The axial definers provide fine collimation
adjustment and can provide a system of active collimation, whilst the radial definers allow for
accurate centring of the mirror with respect to the secondary mirror. This system overcomes a
major problem of astatic supports by providing a mechanism for adjusting the mirror if acted
on by external forces such as wind loading.
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The position of each axial support sector is defined by an axial defining unit mounted at the
outside edge of the mirror, situated in the middle of each support sector section. Load cells in
the radial definer unit provide diagnostic information regarding the forces applied at the
mirror edge. A load-cell in each unit determines the force exerted at each definer position.
This information is relayed to the mirror control system to provide the astatic support of the
mirror, and ensure that the residual loads on each definer are minimal. This is achieved by the
control system changing the support force applied in each sector. To avoid load-cell damage
due to high loading, preloaded springs are designed to ensure that the maximum load seen by
the load-cell does not exceed 500N, which is within its operational range.

Figure 15 – Primary mirror radial defining unit.
Collimation of the optical beam can be performed actively during observing at the primary
mirror. This is achieved by positioning the three primary mirror axial definers to a resolution
of 0.1 microns, repeatable to 0.2 microns. The change in zero position of the axial definer
correctively tilts the primary mirror to an accuracy better that 0.1 arc seconds at the image.
The control of these definers compensates for temperature variations in the telescope structure
and tilts in the instrument cluster support, as well as translations between the prime focus,
primary mirror and the secondary mirror.
The Cassegrain rotator bearing is mounted from the rear of the mirror cell. The bearing
supports the A&G unit and the Cassegrain instrument cluster. The bearing provides derotation
of the science image.
A mirror-lifting plug is located in the central bore of the mirror cell and remains in place
during operation of the telescope. The plug is used to remove the primary mirror from its cell
during aluminising.
The telescope aperture is defined by an aperture ring structure mounted from the top surface
of the mirror cell.

3.3.2.5 Secondary Mirror Support
The secondary and large tertiary mirrors are supported via a lateral plug which is embedded
into the mirror and attached to the respective mirror cell via a spherical bearing. Axial
supports are glued to the back of the mirror and attached to the mirror cell via bearings to
prevent induced stress due to thermal expansion.
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3.3.3 Control System
TTL’s control system is designed to maximise the pointing and tracking performance of the
telescope system. The control system integrates the motive, mechanical, electrical and
software systems and provides an interface between the telescope system and the operator. A
control model is used to anticipate the dynamic behaviour of the telescope when in motion.

3.3.3.1 Motion System
Hydrostatic bearings are used for the azimuth and altitude axes because of the requirements
for stiff, precise and extremely low friction bearings on these axes. For the azimuth axis, the
hydrostatic bearing system is implemented using three master load-bearing pads and three
radial guide pads placed adjacent to the load-bearing pads. For the altitude axis, the
hydrostatic bearing system is implemented using four master load-bearing pads (two either
side of the centre section), and two axis guide pads placed either side of the centre section.
The entire hydrostatic bearing system is fed by a common oil supply and has a capacity of 50
l/min. A refrigeration unit keeps the oil close to the telescope ambient temperature to
minimise thermal effects.

Figure 16 – Azimuth and altitude hydrostatic bearing systems.
The Cassegrain and Nasmyth rotator bearings are slewing rings using crossed cylindrical
roller bearings. A slewing ring is used because it accommodates both radial and axial loads,
as well as moment loads in any orientation. The compact design and large bore size allows the
placement of drive equipment within the ring diameter. The specific design of the slewing
rings used offer stiff bearing arrangements capable of supporting the loads expected from the
scientific instrumentation at each focal station.
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Figure 17 – Cassegrain bearing, motors and encoders.
The axes motion control system for the 2m-class telescope applies to the azimuth and altitude
axes and all derotators assemblies in operation at the telescope focal stations. Each axis uses a
multi-motor gear drive with an anti-backlash scheme. The anti-backlash scheme is used to
apply a partial-load torque bias between the two motor/gearbox assemblies in the drive gear.
For the axes motion systems, all motors are DC servo, and either high performance planetary
or harmonic gearboxes are used.
Each motor is provided with a mounted brake and encoder. The brake is rated to several times
the maximum system torque for safety. High resolution rotary encoders are mounted coaxially with the motor rotor for the derivation of motor velocity feedback signals for the
control system. To comply with the performance requirements TTL uses incremental tape
encoders with multiple read heads. An absolute encoder is also implemented to determine the
direction of travel after system start up and provide an intermittent health check.
An in-house controller has been developed for the telescope system which meets the tracking
requirements for operating in winds up to and exceeding 40 km/hr, as well as rejecting non
linear disturbances such as friction from the motors and gearboxes.
Auxiliary, or deployment, mechanisms use either stepper motors or precision DC motors for
actuation, usually in combination with precision lead screws, and encoded using rotary
encoders of appropriate resolution. Control of these mechanisms is achieved using embedded
controllers networked via CANbus.

3.3.3.2 Electrical System
The electrical system of the 2.0m telescope has been designed for high robustness and
reliability and has been successfully integrated into five telescope systems. By using
commercial off-the-shelf industrial control components, high maintainability, low
replacement cost and good control of obsolescence has been achieved. To reduce operating
costs the telescope system is designed for minimal power consumption, with the entire system
consuming around 20kW at peak requirements.
Electrical control cables are fed to the telescope from the off-mount systems via an azimuth
cable twister assembly into the basebox. Several electrical panels are mounted into the
telescope basebox to minimise the number of cables required to run through the azimuth
twister and off the telescope mount. This approach simplifies the electrical design of the
control system and lowers the risk of electromagnetic interference affecting telescope
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performance. The heat output from these panels does not compromise the optical performance
of the telescope. From the basebox assembly, electrical cables are fed up the column pipes to
interface with electrical subsystems on the telescope tube (the oil pipes are fed up separate
column pipes to the altitude axis to prevent contamination of the electrical system).
Throughout the telescope, electrical fail-safe systems are used. Brake systems are integrated
into the motors for all axes. These ensure that in the event of an emergency stop the telescope
axes are brought to a stop quickly and safely. In the event of system failure the brakes
automatically operate, bringing the telescope to rest and/or holding the axes in a locked
position.

3.3.3.3 Computing Infrastructure
The telescope system is under the control of a real-time computer system. This system
consists of a series of embedded PCs running a real-time operating system. The computer
system is fully integrated and runs over a switched 10/100 baseT local area network
supporting Internet protocols. This control system provides unified supervisory control of the
telescope system as a whole and interfaces to the telescope enclosure and any instrumentation.
The motion axes of the telescope (azimuth, altitude and rotator axes) are each controlled by
separate PCs. An additional PC controls all deployment mechanisms and low servo-rate
mechanisms (e.g. mirror cell pneumatics). Several off-mount computers are mounted in two
19-inch racks and provide platforms for the telescope supervisory software systems, including
logging and network security. A total of seven embedded PC systems is used in the telescope
design.
The real-time operating system used is QNX, known for its robustness, its proven track record
in real-time control applications and its support throughout the world. QNX offers a POSIX
compliant operating system that is designed specifically for distributed operation, scalability,
and cost-effectiveness, and can be used in highly embedded systems. Real-time application
software is written in ISO C.
The motion control system requires both a high absolute accuracy time signal and a high
accuracy synchronisation signal. A high absolute accuracy time signal is implemented as a
distributed time signal with an absolute accuracy of 50ms, using a NTP Stratum 1 GPS-based
server, supplying system time to network clients and the Telescope Control System for
astrometric calculations via a Stratum 2 server. This signal is distributed via the local area
network using Internet protocols.
Synchronisation and event time-stamping, required for the co-ordinated motion of high servorate axes control systems, is distributed using the IRIG-B protocol and provides an interrupt
time pulse driven at greater than 200Hz with an absolute accuracy of 1µs. For the control
system for each axis, a minimum absolute accuracy of approximately 100µs is required for
this distributed time signal.

3.3.3.4 Software System
A distributed control architecture, applying to axes motion, auxiliary and services systems, is
used for the operation of the 2.0m telescope. This architecture can support the control and
telemetry throughout the telescope and the whole observatory, if required, in an integrated
way.
To ensure that the end user of the telescope system can use the telescope system as efficiently
as possible TTL has developed its code with personnel who have had extensive experience of
operating telescopes in the past. The real-time telescope software system incorporates over
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200,000 lines of source code and is designed for efficient, secure telescope operation. The
software system is divided into areas of different functionality described as layers. These
include:
On-mount layer – software code that is closest to the actual telescope hardware. It does not
provide a direct user interface but is controlled through the Supervisory layer (see
below) or by a higher level system via the Supervisory layer. Examples of the onmount layer include axis movement, primary mirror support, secondary mirror focus
and auxiliary mechanisms control.

Figure 18 – Engineering Control Interface: altitude axis screen.
Supervisory layer – provides generic engineering control to the On-mount layer, as well as
other off-mount hardware. It is also responsible for the supervisory control of the
computing system, which includes computer control authorisation, state monitoring
and the orderly start-up and shutdown of the computing system as a whole. The
Supervisory layer is also responsible for monitoring and subsequently, making
available all status data. The Supervisory layer provides a user interface for engineers
to monitor and control the telescope at the machine level. This interface is designed
for maintenance and trouble-shooting activities.
Astrometric layer – provides co-ordinated high-level telescope control and astrometric
transformations, within the context of astronomical observations. It is responsible for
the astronomical calculations and provides the astrometric functions necessary for
them. It converts demands in astronomical co-ordinate systems (e.g. Right Ascension
and Declination) into sequenced engineering demands which are sent to the
Supervisory layer software in order to control the telescope.
Robotic layer – An optional layer, called the Robotic layer, can also be provided. The
Robotic layer software controls the telescope via a network interface to the
Astrometric layer. It permits several operating modes of the telescope: Exhibition,
Robotic and Target-of-opportunity mode.
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3.3.4 Network Architecture
3.3.4.1 Secure Network
Remote or robotic operation of TTL telescopes requires a set of secure services operating over
the wide area Internet, and operating between a Telescope Management Centre (TMC) and
each remote telescope installation. The scope of services provided by the TMC represents the
baseline level of functionality to be provided by this design. Currently, the TMC operates as a
traditional Network Operating Centre (NOC) and serves as the engineering centre: it plans,
advertises and executes scheduled maintenance, provides technical support to observers,
performs performance monitoring and undertakes routine systems and communications
configuration in response to its user community. The services provided by (or from another
perspective, the interfaces to) the TMC are summarised in the following table.

Services

Purpose

VPN tunnel to telescope LANs
(TLANs) from NOC

Providing full “as-local” access to TLAN

Engineering Clients

Workstations for TMC operators for accessing
TLANs

GCN client

24x7 connectivity to GRB notification network

OSS relay

Submission of Research User requests

Telescope Embedded Agent

Submission of Research Agent requests

Out-of-Band
TLANs

Dial-up

Access

to Emergency access to TLANs in case of Internet
failure (no full operational connectivity)

Data host

Archive of Observation Data

RTOC Web Interface

Submission/Real-Time Operation by Users

The current telescope network design incorporates a single TMC based in the United
Kingdom, consisting of the operation LAN and a DMZ LAN and the telescope sites, each
consisting of a TLAN and a DMZ LAN. In addition, the RTOCs (in Cardiff, Hawaii and
Australia) link into the telescope network to submit off-line and real-time observations and to
retrieve data.
The operations LAN and the TLANs are protected from the public Internet by packet-filtering
firewalls on the boundary routers. The same routers provide a VPN tunnel between the
operation LAN and the TLANs, with full access both ways. This gives full engineering access
to the telescope LANs from the TMC. The firewall limits access from the Internet to only
dedicated ports on the DMZ servers. The RTOC Web Host and Data host is also protected by
a firewall. Emergency out-of-band access to the TLANs is provided by modem dial-up. This
enables engineers to run diagnostics and to set the telescope in a safe-state even in case of
Internet loss. This architecture is illustrated in Figure 19.
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Figure 19 – TMC and Telescope Network Architecture.
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3.3.4.2 Glossary
Term

Definition

ARI

Astrophysical Research Institute

BGP

Border Gateway Protocol

DMZ

De-militerarised Zone

GSLB

Global Server Load-Balancing

NOC

Network Operating Centre

RTOC

Real Time Operations Centre

TLAN

Telescope site Local Area Network

TTL

Telescope Technologies Limited

TMC

Telescope Management Centre

VRRP

Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol
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